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2. Project Objectives and Components:    

 a. Objectives:

  
The Project Agreement states that : 

The objective of the project is to support  [Uganda's] efforts in assisting public and private universities and  
institutions of research within its territory to produce more and better qualified science and engineering  
graduates, attain higher quality and more relevant research, and to improve its productivity through  
increase use of outputs of such research by private and public firms to enhance science and technology -led 
growth.

The objective in the Project Appraisal Document  (PAD) is effectively the same: 

The project's development objective is for Ugandan universities and research institutes to produce more  
and better qualified science and engineering graduates, and higher quality and more relevant research, and  
for firms to utilize these outputs to improve productivity for the sake of enhancing S&T  [science and 
technology]-led growth. 

A project restructuring in November 2012 involved the refinement of outcome indicators for enhanced clarity,  
coherence and measurement of project performance .  While this restructuring involved a change in the target  
value of one outcome indicator  (number of active researchers) from 392 to 522, this change alone does not  
warrant a split rating, as specified in the Bank's ICR guidelines .

 b.Were the project objectives/key associated outcome targets revised during implementation?     

    No

 c. Components: 
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The project had two components: 

Component 1 (Appraisal amount: US$16.69 million; final amount: US$19.29 million). The Millennium Science 
Initiative Funding Facility. This was to support the creation of a competitive funding facility that provides  (i) 
grants for high quality research closely connected to graduate training;  (ii) grants for the creation and upgrading  
of undergraduate programs in science and engineering; and  (iii) grants to support the collaboration between the  
private sector and researchers and to promote internships . 

Component 2 (Appraisal amount: US$16.65 million; final amount: US$15.43 million). This component supported 
outreach programs, capacity building, and monitoring and evaluation . 

 d. Comments on Project Cost, Financing, Borrower Contribution, and Dates:     
        

The project was approved on May 25, 2006 and became effective on March 02, 2007, which was the planned 
date. The project closed on June 30, 2013 which was 18 months after the originally planned closing date of  
December 31, 2011. 

The government of Uganda provided US$2.81 million, which was less than originally planned amount of  
US$3.35 million. The IDA credit of SDR 29.0 million (US$31.91 million equivalent) was fully disbursed. 

The project had three restructurings  (February 14, 2011; September 28, 2011; and November 15, 2012). These 
restructurings extended the project closing date to allow for additional grants and to give the implementing  
agency time to carry out complicated procurement . The restructurings also reallocated resources across  
disbursement categories.  The 2012 restructuring also involved changes to the key indicators, essentially  
rephrasing the five key outcome indicators to enhance clarity and measurability and to rationalize the two  
different sets of indicators in the FA and the PAD .  Only one outcome target value (number of active 
researchers) was formally changed -- from 392 to 522.  This change, alone, does not warrant a split evaluation,  
as required under the Bank's ICR guidelines .  The ICR does not explain why the refinements to indicators were  
made so late in the project's life.

 3. Relevance of Objectives & Design:             

 a.  Relevance of Objectives:             

Relevance of objective is rated     substantialsubstantialsubstantialsubstantial . 

Increasing the impact of science and technology was a government priority in  2006, when the project was 
approved (page 1 of the ICR). It remains a priority of the government in both its medium -term and long-term 
strategies and the government has continued to maintain its support for the Initiative  (page 14 of the CAS; page 
51 of the ICR). 

The Bank's most recent CAS (2010) does not include further investment in the area of Science and Technology,  
although many areas supported by the project contribute to the CAS' Area One  (Inclusive and Sustainable 
Economic Growth), particularly related to "improved conditions for private sector growth " and "increased 
productivity and commercialization of agriculture ." Currently the World Bank and the government are working to  
develop a follow-on project in the Bank program (interview with project team; page 18 of the ICR). 

 b.  Relevance of Design:             

Relevance of design is rated substantialsubstantialsubstantialsubstantial .... 

The project was well designed with appropriate activities to address the subobjectives . The different activities 
supported each other, creating positive synergies .  The package of activities provides credible inputs into the  
causal chain, with appropriate timing and realistic goals on what the project could accomplish .

To promote better qualified science graduates and to develop higher quality and more relevant research, the  
design allowed for several different types of grants, each responding to a different approach to promoting  
science and technology. The grant program was designed to support better and more relevant science with its  
rigorous review of grant proposals . The project also included a number of steps to support students as they  
study science, thus providing support to current and potential future researchers, including providing  
scholarships to students who were working towards a degree while supporting the research project . The project 
also provided direct support to the universities to create new science programs and to increase the coverage  



and quality of existing programs.  

To support the increased use of research by public and private firms, the project also provided support to  
public-private research collaboration. The project also provided substantial support for outreach activities aimed  
at various groups (the general public, the private sector, etc .). 

 4. Achievement of Objectives (Efficacy):     
    

Based on the legal agreement, efficacy is divided into three sub -objectives. 

Produce more and better qualified science and engineering graduatesProduce more and better qualified science and engineering graduatesProduce more and better qualified science and engineering graduatesProduce more and better qualified science and engineering graduates     is rated    highhighhighhigh. 

OutputsOutputsOutputsOutputs  

The project supported the creation of     four new undergraduate programs as well as the significant upgrading offour new undergraduate programs as well as the significant upgrading offour new undergraduate programs as well as the significant upgrading offour new undergraduate programs as well as the significant upgrading of     
six other programssix other programssix other programssix other programs  (intermediate indicator 6; discussion with project team).    Independent assessments showIndependent assessments showIndependent assessments showIndependent assessments show     
that these new programs were operating atthat these new programs were operating atthat these new programs were operating atthat these new programs were operating at     100100100100    percent capacitypercent capacitypercent capacitypercent capacity , compared to a target of at least  70 percent. 
In addition all of these programs were fully accredited by the National Council of Higher Education  (intermediate 
indicator 9).  In addition, the research grant program included scholarships, the research grant program included scholarships, the research grant program included scholarships, the research grant program included scholarships , largely for graduate students, to  
support science and engineering graduates  (page 12 of the ICR; discussion with the project team).  

The project supported a number of initiatives to improve science and technology outreach . This included 
organizing a School Visit Program withSchool Visit Program withSchool Visit Program withSchool Visit Program with     30303030    top scientists and researcherstop scientists and researcherstop scientists and researcherstop scientists and researchers  serving as role models. The program 
had an estimated audience of aroundestimated audience of aroundestimated audience of aroundestimated audience of around     70707070,,,,000000000000    secondary school studentssecondary school studentssecondary school studentssecondary school students .                                                                                                                                                   

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes

The number of BSc graduates in targeted fields increased fromThe number of BSc graduates in targeted fields increased fromThe number of BSc graduates in targeted fields increased fromThe number of BSc graduates in targeted fields increased from     3333,,,,241241241241    totototo    4444,,,,892892892892, which essentially met the 
target of 4,861. 

The number of  MSc graduates increased fromThe number of  MSc graduates increased fromThe number of  MSc graduates increased fromThe number of  MSc graduates increased from     245245245245    totototo    633633633633,,,,    exceeding the target of 330....        

The number of PhD graduates increased fromThe number of PhD graduates increased fromThe number of PhD graduates increased fromThe number of PhD graduates increased from     24242424    totototo    41414141,,,, exceeding the target of 36.

Attain higher quality and more relevant researchAttain higher quality and more relevant researchAttain higher quality and more relevant researchAttain higher quality and more relevant research  is rated    highhighhighhigh

OutputsOutputsOutputsOutputs

The main instrument to improve research was through the competitive grants that were available to research  
teams. In total, nine senior research teams and fourteen emerging research teamsnine senior research teams and fourteen emerging research teamsnine senior research teams and fourteen emerging research teamsnine senior research teams and fourteen emerging research teams  received grants through the 
project. These grants ranged from US$100,000 to US$800,000 each (pages 31 to 36 of the ICR). The grant 
program was highly competitive and only     9999    percent of proposals were awardedpercent of proposals were awardedpercent of proposals were awardedpercent of proposals were awarded . Generally, a low figure is 
considered an indicator of quality as it shows a competitive process . The selection panel consisted of  both  
high-level international and domestic scientists, which ensured high selection standards  (page 21 of the ICR; 
discussion with the project team).  The project supported the National Science Week on an annual basisthe National Science Week on an annual basisthe National Science Week on an annual basisthe National Science Week on an annual basis  with a 
number of activities to encourage interest in science  (page 30 to 32 of the ICR). 

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes

The number of active researchers increased fromThe number of active researchers increased fromThe number of active researchers increased fromThe number of active researchers increased from     261261261261    totototo    760760760760, which exceed the original target of  392 and the 
formally revised target of 522. In part, this was the result of the scholarships offered by the project . The research 
grants also allowed a number of institutions to hire researchers to support their projects .  

Published articles in recognized journals is commonly used as a proxy for research quality .    The percentage ofThe percentage ofThe percentage ofThe percentage of     
researchers published in a peerresearchers published in a peerresearchers published in a peerresearchers published in a peer ----reviewed journal increased fromreviewed journal increased fromreviewed journal increased fromreviewed journal increased from     2222    percent topercent topercent topercent to     3333....5555    percentpercentpercentpercent , compared to a 
target of 4.0 percent. An additional 88 articles in the pipeline at the time of the project's closing is a good  
indicator that this target will be exceeded in  2014.  (ICR p. 3)

In addition, the proportion of researchers that published in international nonthe proportion of researchers that published in international nonthe proportion of researchers that published in international nonthe proportion of researchers that published in international non ----referred journals increased fromreferred journals increased fromreferred journals increased fromreferred journals increased from     
1111....7777    percent topercent topercent topercent to     11111111....0000    percentpercentpercentpercent . Similar increases were seen in national journals, with     the proportion ofthe proportion ofthe proportion ofthe proportion of     
researchers publishing in nationally peerresearchers publishing in nationally peerresearchers publishing in nationally peerresearchers publishing in nationally peer ----reviewed journals increasing fromreviewed journals increasing fromreviewed journals increasing fromreviewed journals increasing from     1111....7777    percent topercent topercent topercent to     11111111....7777    percent andpercent andpercent andpercent and     
in nonin nonin nonin non----referred journals fromreferred journals fromreferred journals fromreferred journals from     2222....2222    totototo    12121212....6666    percentpercentpercentpercent . No targets had been set for these elements .



Other benefits include a substantial  increase in the number of researchers that are working to revise textbooksincrease in the number of researchers that are working to revise textbooksincrease in the number of researchers that are working to revise textbooksincrease in the number of researchers that are working to revise textbooks     
fromfromfromfrom    2222    percent inpercent inpercent inpercent in     2007200720072007    totototo    11111111    percent inpercent inpercent inpercent in     2012201220122012. Likewise, the proportion of researchers receiving patents andthe proportion of researchers receiving patents andthe proportion of researchers receiving patents andthe proportion of researchers receiving patents and     
utility models, increased fromutility models, increased fromutility models, increased fromutility models, increased from     3333....3333    percent topercent topercent topercent to     5555....1111    percentpercentpercentpercent     from 2007 to 2011 (page 39 of the ICR). 

Improve productivity through increased use of outputs of such research by private and public firms toImprove productivity through increased use of outputs of such research by private and public firms toImprove productivity through increased use of outputs of such research by private and public firms toImprove productivity through increased use of outputs of such research by private and public firms to     
enhance science and technologyenhance science and technologyenhance science and technologyenhance science and technology ----led growthled growthled growthled growth  is rated    modestmodestmodestmodest     

OutputsOutputsOutputsOutputs

The project included a number of initiatives to support the transfer of technology from researchers to the private  
sector. The project supported five grants for technology transferfive grants for technology transferfive grants for technology transferfive grants for technology transfer . This was complemented by a studenta studenta studenta student     
internship program that offered opportunities tointernship program that offered opportunities tointernship program that offered opportunities tointernship program that offered opportunities to     29292929    percent of science and technology studentspercent of science and technology studentspercent of science and technology studentspercent of science and technology students , compared to 
a target of 15 percent. Most of these internships were in public institutions . 

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes

Two of the five grantsTwo of the five grantsTwo of the five grantsTwo of the five grants     ((((the equivalent ofthe equivalent ofthe equivalent ofthe equivalent of     40404040    percentpercentpercentpercent ))))    led to the adoption of new technologyled to the adoption of new technologyled to the adoption of new technologyled to the adoption of new technology , compared to a 
target of 30 percent. However the project did not lead to any new collaborative research, against a target of  15 
percent. The ICR reports that  40404040    percent of the interns were hired by the firms where they carried out anpercent of the interns were hired by the firms where they carried out anpercent of the interns were hired by the firms where they carried out anpercent of the interns were hired by the firms where they carried out an     
internship,internship,internship,internship,  compared to a target of 15 percent. There is no evidence on the number of interns hired by public  
institutions. Overall,    firms active in technological development increased the number of employees withfirms active in technological development increased the number of employees withfirms active in technological development increased the number of employees withfirms active in technological development increased the number of employees with     
science, technology, and engineering backgrounds byscience, technology, and engineering backgrounds byscience, technology, and engineering backgrounds byscience, technology, and engineering backgrounds by     35353535    percentpercentpercentpercent , compared to a targeted 25 percent increase 
(indicator 4; page 3 of the ICR). The ICR does not provide any data on the improvement of productivity . 

 5. Efficiency:         
         

The project's efficiency is rated     substantialsubstantialsubstantialsubstantial . 

The ICR reported that the project had an economic rate of return fromthe project had an economic rate of return fromthe project had an economic rate of return fromthe project had an economic rate of return from     31313131    totototo    33333333    percent, with a net presentpercent, with a net presentpercent, with a net presentpercent, with a net present     
value between US$value between US$value between US$value between US$ 69696969    million to US$million to US$million to US$million to US$ 81818181    millionmillionmillionmillion. These estimates depend on the unemployment rate .  A few 
other factors point to substantial efficiency :

There is evidence of improved internal efficiency .  For instance, faculty members produced more research  �

outputs after the project intervention .  Further, the revenue generated by Uganda Industrial Research  
Institute also increased through consulting services with the private sector from almost nil to UGX  67 
million, due to the project financial support .  These improved internal efficiencies directly contributed to the  
PDO, specifically improvement of research quality and relevance, and utilization of the research for  
productivity improvement.
The collected data indicates an improvement of external efficiency, which can be evaluated by the degree  �

of relevance of education to the socio -economic conditions.  The data shows the increase in employment of  
STE skilled workers with diploma or degrees  (BSc, MSc, and PhD) from less than 5 percent in 2007 to 35 
percent in 2013.
As much as the project was allocated in the form of grants to researchers, it is not possible to estimate the  �

efficiency of the individual projects . These sub-projects were chosen competitively through a high quality  
process; this process helped ensure that  the best projects were selected .
The project was fully disbursed by the closing date .  There were minor shortomings in efficiency, such as  �

initial delays in procurment and restructurings, which could have been combined and carried out earlier .  
Nevertheless,  there were high levels of efficiency in terms of project interventions and, overall,  
implementation was largely efficient.  

aaaa....    If available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter the     Economic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of Return     ((((ERRERRERRERR))))////Financial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of Return ((((FRRFRRFRRFRR))))    at appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and the     
rererere----estimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluation ::::        

                     Rate Available? Point Value Coverage/Scope*

Appraisal No

ICR estimate Yes 32% 100%
* Refers to percent of total project cost for which ERR/FRR was calculated.



 6. Outcome:     

    
The overall rating is    satisfactorysatisfactorysatisfactorysatisfactory . 

The project's relevance of objectives and the relevance of design are rated substantial . The two of the three 
objectives are rated high and the third was rated modest . The efficiency was rated substantial . 

  aaaa.... Outcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome Rating ::::  Satisfactory

 7. Rationale for Risk to Development Outcome Rating:     
    

The project's contributions to science and technology are likely to be long -lasting as they are embedded in  
human capital. However, there are concerns that many of the project's initiatives have stopped since the project  
closed. The project had a high level of support during implementation and both the government and the Bank  
have indicated their interest to launch a second phase of the project . However, it appears that there has been  
little progress on the ground in developing a new project  (page 18 of the ICR). Likewise, the government has not  
provided additional resources, which has led to a decline in client perceptions of the Science and Technology  
Council (page 15 of the ICR). There is no indication that the private sector is providing additional financing to  
support the project's activities . 

   
     aaaa....    Risk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome Rating ::::  Significant

 8. Assessment of Bank Performance:        

 
 a.  Quality at entry:        

     
The Bank provided detailed support in the design and appraisal of the project . The project had a sound 
design and drew from the experience of research bodies in other countries, including the use of highly  
competitive grants and a high level, international advisory panel  (page 11 of the PAD, page of 19 of the ICR, 
interview with task team).  The Bank also supported studies during the preparation and facilitated a project  
preparation grant (page 52 of the ICR). 

The Bank worked with the implementing agencies to develop a clear set of selection criteria prior to project  
approval. The guidelines are important since they lay down clear ground rules for a new instrument  
(competitive grants).

The Results Framework (Annex 3 of the PAD) was well designed and included a good set of PDO and  
intermediate indicators. The review of Financial Management  and Procurement identified the fiduciary risks  
associated with working in Uganda and with the implementing agencies . They also outlined corrective steps  
to reduce these fiduciary risks . To provide the balance between flexibility and transparency with procurement  
done through the sub-grants, the fiduciary arrangements included contracting a third party procurement  
agent to support the grant recipients, prior to submitting a procurement plan to the Bank . 

The PAD's economic analysis was comprehensive . It provided an economic justification for public sector  
investment in research. The economic analysis outlined the project's potential development outcome .  Given 
the significant use of competitive grants, it is difficult to quantify ex ante the project's benefits . The analysis 
has a description of the potential benefits that can arise from investing in science and technology, based a  
review of literature and meta-evaluations. 

                
QualityQualityQualityQuality ----atatatat----Entry RatingEntry RatingEntry RatingEntry Rating ::::        Satisfactory

 b.  Quality of supervision:        

     
The Bank's supervision was efficient and supportive . The Bank maintained frequent interactions with the  
counterparts, in addition to both formal and informal missions . The project had two TTLs, one of whom was  
based in Kampala. This maintained continuity and ensured a high level of responsiveness . 

In addition to its role in supporting implementation, the Bank provided technical support to the government  
and the Science and Technology Council to implement the program, with both theoretical and empirical  
studies (page 52 of the ICR). The Bank was also active in maintaining contact with higher authorities,  
including the Ministry of Finance to inform them of the project's advances and to work on developing  



follow-on activities. 

Due to the complex nature of some of the procurement, there were a number of delays in fiduciary activities  . 
While these delays are likely to represent the prudent reviews necessary for complicated procurement, the  
ICR argues that the Bank could have been more active in providing support to resolve delays . The Bank 
showed candor in discussing these delays with the government and internally, and on balance this is a minor  
shortcoming (pages 9 and 19 of the ICR).

The Bank continuously monitored the project and its indicators without any major difficulty  (page 8 of the 
ICR). The Bank was proactive in updating the results framework, including adding an additional indicator and  
raising some of the targets to reflect the project's contribution . However, this adjustment came late in the  
project. 

                

Quality of Supervision RatingQuality of Supervision RatingQuality of Supervision RatingQuality of Supervision Rating ::::  Satisfactory

Overall Bank Performance RatingOverall Bank Performance RatingOverall Bank Performance RatingOverall Bank Performance Rating ::::                  Satisfactory

 9. Assessment of Borrower Performance:                

 a.  Government Performance:                

     
The government showed a high commitment during project preparation  . In addition to political support, the  
government increased financing to the sector outside of the project and supported policy changes to facilitate  
the project (page 20 of the ICR). The government also provided most of the counterpart financing planned  
during appraisal (page 23 of the ICR). 

The government published the National Science, Technology, and Innovation Strategy in  2009 and 
complementary action plans in 2012 (page 20 of the ICR). Although there has been no agreement on a  
follow-on project, the government has maintained a dialogue with the Bank through out the project  (page 19 
of the ICR). 

        
Government Performance RatingGovernment Performance RatingGovernment Performance RatingGovernment Performance Rating  Satisfactory

 b.  Implementing Agency Performance:         

     
Both of the implementing agencies, the Uganda National Council for Science and Technology and the  
Uganda Industrial Research Institution, improved their supervision and fiduciary capacity during the project,  
and both saw significant increases in the number of staff members  (page 20 of the ICR). The Science and 
Technology Council also improved its M&E capacity and by the end of the project was carrying out rigorous  
quantitative analysis in addition to its basic monitoring  (page 21 of the ICR).  

There were a number of shortcomings with fiduciary procedures . A number of audit reports were submitted  
late throughout the project. However there were no major fiduciary issues . Procurement was also delayed, in  
part due to the complexity of some of the procurement packages that needed to be procured internationally  
(page 9 of the ICR). The ICR reports that implementing agencies were proactive with safeguards, particularly  
in addressing environmental safeguards . This included a close working relation with the environmental  
authorities as well as periodic inspections  (page 9 of the ICR). 

                
Implementing Agency Performance RatingImplementing Agency Performance RatingImplementing Agency Performance RatingImplementing Agency Performance Rating ::::  Moderately Satisfactory

Overall Borrower Performance RatingOverall Borrower Performance RatingOverall Borrower Performance RatingOverall Borrower Performance Rating ::::                 Moderately Satisfactory

 10. M&E Design, Implementation, & Utilization:         
 
 a. M&E Design:         

    
The results framework was appropriate, including relevant PDO -level and intermediate indicators for each of the  



objectives. The results framework included both quantitative and qualitative indicators . The results framework 
included baselines and realistic targets . 

The annual monitoring framework (page 41-43 of the PAD) included some gaps, as some of the yearly targets  
needed to be developed. The Result Framework clearly indicated who was responsible for collecting data and  
how the data were to be collected.

 b. M&E Implementation:         

    
Throughout project implementation, the M&E capacity of the implementing agencies improved substantially  
(page 20 of the ICR). Throughout the project's implementation, the Bank classified M&E satisfactory . The project 
supported carrying out at least new surveys related to science and technology and the results of these surveys  
were disseminated (page 8 of the ICR). The aide memoires always included the PDO indicators although the  
intermediate indicators were not always updated . 

Towards the end of the project, in the restructuring in November  2012,, the government and Bank agreed to  
clarify some of the indicators, to improve the measurability  (pages 3-4 of the ICR). In addition, they agreed to 
increase one of the targets and to introduce an additional indicator . 

 c. M&E Utilization:         

    
The M&E system supported the government's and Bank's decision to extend the project and to offer another  
round of grants, based on the evidence of the project's impact  (pages 5-6 of the ICR). In addition, data from the 
project played a role in developing the Science, Technology, and Innovation Strategy and its complementary  
action plans (pages 8-9 of the ICR).  

   
 M&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality Rating ::::  Substantial

 11. Other Issues     
 
 a. Safeguards:     

The project reviewed the safeguard risks and triggered two safeguard policies -- environmental assessment and 
involuntary resettlement. Since much of the financing was to be done through yet unassigned sub -grants, the 
project developed environmental and resettlement frameworks to allow necessary flexibility as the project was  
implemented (pages 23-25 of the PAD). The ICR reports that there were no major safeguard issues and that  
project carried out inspections and cooperated with national environmental authorities .

 b. Fiduciary Compliance:     

Audits were often presented late, although they did not report any financial irregularities . Likewise, there were no 
issues about the eligibility of expenditures . Procurement was delayed, in part due to the complexity of some of  
the packages. 

 c. Unintended Impacts (positive or negative):         

 d. Other:         

12121212....    RatingsRatingsRatingsRatings:::: ICRICRICRICR  IEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG Review Reason forReason forReason forReason for     
DisagreementDisagreementDisagreementDisagreement ////CommentsCommentsCommentsComments

OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome :::: Satisfactory Satisfactory

Risk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to Development     
OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome ::::

Significant Significant  

Bank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank Performance :::: Satisfactory Satisfactory



Borrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower Performance :::: Satisfactory Moderately 
Satisfactory

Although the project was generally  
well-implemented, there were a number 
of delays with procurement and the 
annual audits.

Quality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICR ::::
    

Satisfactory

NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES:
- When insufficient information is provided by the Bank  
for IEG  to arrive at a clear rating, IEG will downgrade  
the relevant  ratings as warranted beginning July  1, 
2006.

- The "Reason for Disagreement/Comments" column 
could cross-reference other sections of the ICR 
Review, as appropriate.

 13. Lessons:     
   

The ICR identified a number of lessons from the project  (pages 21-22 of the ICR). Some of the main lessons 
include: 

(1) The rigorous selection of research proposals can have a real impact on the quality of science and  
technology research. 

(2) While highly competitive selection of technical grants is important to ensure high quality, it is also important  
to take into account the proposals of weaker institutions by ensuring that they have adequate technical  
resources. 

(3) Investing in science and technology requires a long -term strategy to ensure continued public sector  
support as well as partnership with the private sector .   

 14. Assessment Recommended?     Yes No

Why?Why?Why?Why?
The project presents an important example of investing in science and technology in a low income country . It 
can provide important lessons to similar projects in other contexts . 

 15. Comments on Quality of ICR:     

Although long, the ICR provides a detailed account of the project . It is well organized and provides a good  
analysis of the different elements in the objective as well as a complete narrative of the project . It also provides 
extensive evidence in the annexes which is useful to understand project contributions and achievements . While 
the ICR provides a candid account of the Bank ’s performance, its discussion of the borrower ’s performance is 

less comprehensive. The ICR has a well-reasoned discussion of the project ’s lessons. 

    aaaa....Quality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR Rating ::::    Satisfactory


